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H4Legs® brand pet products is pleased to announce it will be in attendance at this year’s 2015 
SuperZoo in Las Vegas, NV where it will be releasing its latest product the H-Bed. As with all H4Legs 
brand pet products the H-Bed is made here in the USA along with our internationally acclaimed H-
Leggings, H-Clip and H-Leash. 
 
H-Bed  

Our H-Bed is a premium orthopedic dog or cat bed combined with a uniquely clean design that is 
ready to fit into any home. The H-Bed is constructed from two types of foam to create a full three inches 
of active support and not a single solid piece of “foam”. The first layer is high-resilience foam designed to 
quickly spring back and aid the animal is returning to an upright position, while the second layer is a 
visco-elastic (memory foam) designed to contour and conform to your dog as it rests. The first layer of 
foam also constructs the rounder edges of the bed providing support and security.  
 
Our covers are designed to offer a clean design not currently available in the memory foam bed section 
and as an added benefit our beds contain no zippers or mechanical closures to break or bite, instead our 
beds seal closed with an overlapping fabric flap at the bottom of the bed. 
 
Many dog beds marketed as orthopedic are simply convoluted (cone shaped / dome-textured) foam or 
light-density polyurethane foam. Apply pressure to your existing dog bed and see if you can touched the 
surface below the bed – if you can then you can imagine the impact your dog feels on its joints each time 
it gets up or sits down. Our beds are designed with dual density technology improving comfort and 
support for all your dogs’ joints – imagine if you hit the floor each time you got into bed.  
 
Continued Growth in 2015  

This year we have experienced tremendous growth with new retail partners and overall brand 
awareness as a leader in innovative pet healthcare products. Our brand recognition was further 
celebrated with our President and founder being awarded as an industry influencer by Pet Age Magazine 
in its annual 40 under forty awards. 
 
We look forward to growing our product offerings with the release of the H-Bed, while continuing our 
commitment to improving our pet’s quality of life. From our patented H-Leggings as a great alternative to 
the Elizabethan collar to our patented H-Clip waste bag carriers’ ability to carry one plastic waste bag and 
temporarily seal the bag without a knot - making a positive environmental impact. The H-Bed will join our 
line of H4Legs brand products as a premier addition to any home. 
 
About the company 

H4Legs® specializes in pet products and accessories designed to improve your pets quality of 
life. Our focus is on the design and development of practical consumer pet products that are easy to use 
for both the owner and pet alike.  
 
Our products are specifically designed to fit into your pet’s daily activity and improve their quality of life by 
removing gimmicks and addressing everyday issues with simple, functional and affordable solutions.  
 
H4Legs® is a premier brand of Krysak Industries LLC.  Located in Minneapolis, MN all of our products 
designed in-house and materials proudly sourced, manufactured and assembled in the United States of 
America. 
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For more information:  
 
Website: H4Legs.com 
Twitter:  @H4Legs 
Facebook: Facebook.com/H4Legs 

SuperZoo On-Site Represenation: 
 
David M Krysak 
President 

 


